Poor mental health status and aggression are associated with poor driving behavior among male traffic offenders
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Background: In Iran, traffic accidents and deaths from traffic accidents are among the highest in the world, and generally driver behavior rather than either technical failures or environmental conditions are responsible for traffic accidents. In the present study, we explored the extent to which aggressive traits, health status, and sociodemographic variables explain driving behavior among Iranian male traffic offenders.

Method: A total of 443 male driving offenders (mean age: M = 31.40 years, standard deviation = 9.56) from Kermanshah (Iran) took part in the study. Participants completed a questionnaire booklet covering sociodemographic variables, traits of aggression, health status, and driving behavior.

Results: Poor health status, such as symptoms of depression, anxiety, insomnia, and social dysfunction, and also higher levels of trait aggression explained poor driving behavior. Multiple regressions indicated that poor health status, but not aggression, independently predicted poor driving behavior.

Conclusion: Results suggest that health status concerns are associated with poor driving behavior. Prevention and intervention might therefore focus on drivers reporting poor mental health status.
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Introduction

In Iran, the most widely used forms of transportation are not airplanes, trains, or metros, but cars, motorcycles, buses, and trucks. Compared to Western countries (North America and Europe), the traffic-related prevalence of mortality is higher in Iran.1,2 Indeed, whereas the World Health Organization3 reported 24.1 traffic death of 100,000 people per annum in Iran, the prevalence rate is dramatically lower for instance in Switzerland (3.4), Germany (4.3), or in the USA (11.6). Traffic accidents are the main cause of injuries requiring surgical intervention,3 and the second largest cause of mortality in Iran.4,5

Further, worldwide it has been estimated that 90%–95% of road crashes are due to human actions, namely, the behavior of drivers, and not to technical failures,4 making it therefore more important to focus on the determinants of driver behavior to explain traffic accidents.

Recently, several studies have examined possible associations between personality traits and driving behavior.7,9 Hilton et al10 showed among a sample of 1,324 heavy goods vehicle drivers that severe and very severe self-reported symptoms of depression were associated with the increased risk of being involved in an accident. To explain
this association, Hilton et al\textsuperscript{10} supposed that not symptoms of depression per se, but the lack of concentration and poor sleep might have an unfavorable impact on driving behavior. Likewise, Scott-Parker et al\textsuperscript{11} showed that among novice drivers, symptoms of depression predicted risky behavior, while in a further analysis, Scott-Parker et al\textsuperscript{12} reported that not symptoms of depression, but anxiety predicted risky driving among female, but not male novice drivers. From these studies, we learn that risky driving behavior seemed to be associated with symptoms of depression\textsuperscript{10,11} and anxiety\textsuperscript{12} among professional drivers and novice drivers.\textsuperscript{11,12} Next, Pourabdian and Azmoon\textsuperscript{13} were able to show that among 168 Iranian drivers causally involved in traffic accidents poor driving behavior was significantly related to higher trait anxiety scores. Pourabdian and Azmoon\textsuperscript{13} offered the following as a possible explanation of this association: cognitive–emotional states such as trait anxiety increase the load on working memory and concentration. In effect, cognitive–emotional states such as trait anxiety take up resources otherwise needed to drive safely and avoid lapses and errors. However, correlations between trait anxiety and lapses and errors were low (rs 0.21–0.23), as were those between trait anxiety and aggressive reactions (rs from 0.15 to 0.17; note that the terminology used in the Manchester Driving Behavior Questionnaire [DBQ\textsuperscript{14}] for aggressive reactions is “Aggressive violations” and “Ordinary violations”). Although Pourabdian and Azmoon\textsuperscript{13} were not in a position to test their explanation, to our knowledge they are the first to propose a causal role for cognitive–emotional processes in traffic accidents. Indeed, research on the association between cognitive performance and cognitive–emotional load was already observed in other fields: findings from neuropsychological testing of patients suffering from psychiatric disorders such as anxiety disorders,\textsuperscript{15} depressive disorders,\textsuperscript{16} and posttraumatic stress disorders\textsuperscript{17} indicate that poor neuropsychological performance outcome and increased psychiatric burden are causally associated. We took these observations into account in asking about the extent to which poor health status (more severe symptoms of anxiety and insomnia, depression, and social dysfunctions) might be linked to driving behavior.

A further line of research focuses on the association between poor driving behavior and aggression. Aggressive driving is acknowledged as a contributor to motor vehicle accidents. Thus, the DBQ\textsuperscript{14} explicitly includes aggressive reactions (ie, aggressive violations and ordinary violations) as a factor of adversely affecting driving. Aggressive reactions are for instance becoming angered by a certain type of a driver and indicating one’s hostility by whatever means one can, or becoming angered by another driver and giving chase with the intention of giving him/her a piece of one’s mind, or sounding the horn to indicate one’s annoyance with another road user. Similarly, Beanland et al\textsuperscript{8} identified personality traits such as antagonism, negative affectivity, and disinhibition as predictors of poor driving behavior; these personality traits have in common aggressive behavior, understood as a deliberate inclination to threaten another person verbally, nonverbally, or physically. Likewise, Stephens and Sullivan\textsuperscript{18} identified trait aggression as a predictor of crash-related behaviors among drivers from the United Kingdom and the Irish Republic. Further, the same authors showed that aggressive forms of expression were also higher for drivers who reported initiating road incidents, and total scores for aggressive expression were also higher for drivers who reported recent crash-related conditions, such as loss of concentration, losing control of their vehicle, moving violations, near misses, and major crashes.

To summarize, there is evidence that aggressive behavior and poor driving behavior are associated. We took this observation into account and asked to what extent aggressive behavior (physical aggression, verbal aggression, anger, and hostility; Aggression Questionnaire; AGQ: Buss and Perry\textsuperscript{19}) was associated with poor driving behavior as measured with the Manchester DBQ.\textsuperscript{14}

With regard to driving behavior and health status, surprisingly, the literature is sparse. Possis et al\textsuperscript{20} showed that among veterans, poor and risky driving behavior and poor mental health status were associated. Other researchers (eg, Morris et al\textsuperscript{21}) focused on the association between general health status and driving ability among elderly people. Though, whereas Scott-Parker et al\textsuperscript{11,12} assessed novice drivers, and Hilton et al\textsuperscript{10} assessed heavy goods vehicle professional drivers, surprisingly, the association between driving behavior and health status among adult and experienced traffic offenders has not been investigated so far. The aim of the present study was, therefore, to explore the association between health status and driving behavior among male traffic offenders.

To summarize, traffic accidents make a substantial contribution to the high mortality rates and health care costs in Iran. Psychological processes that might explain the high rate of traffic accidents include those related to poor health status, aggression, and sociodemographic characteristics. However, to our knowledge, no study of traffic offenders...
in Iran has taken these variables into account. The aims of the present study were, therefore, to assess Iranian male traffic offenders and to investigate the associations between aggressive behavior, health status, driving behavior, and sociodemographic characteristics. In our view, this study has the potential to contribute to a better understanding of the psychological mechanisms underlying traffic accidents and to help focus efforts to reduce traffic accidents in Iran.

The following two hypotheses and two research questions were formulated. First, following Possis et al.,20 Morris et al.,21 Scott-Parker et al.,11,12 and Hilton et al.,10 we expected that poorer health status would be associated with poorer driving behavior. Second, following Reason et al.,14 Beanland et al.,8 and Stephens and Sullman,18 we anticipated that higher scores for aggression would be associated with poorer driving behavior. Next, we took as exploratory the following two research questions: first, if both health status and aggression traits are associated with poor driving behavior, which dimension emerges as the stronger predictor of driving behavior, when both variables are entered into a regression analysis? Second, to what extent do health status, aggression, and driving behavior vary as a function of sociodemographic and other driver-related factors?

Method

Sample

A total of 443 male traffic offenders (mean age: M =31.40 years, standard deviation =9.56; range: 15–70 years; median: 29 years) took part in the present study. Participants were recruited from February to October 2014 in the Police Center of Kermanshah University of Medical Sciences, Kermanshah, Iran. Sample characteristics are reported in Table 1. Participants had to undergo a brief medical and psychological check because they had violated traffic regulations on at least three separate occasions and because they had the highest number of points on their driving licenses according to police reports. Participants were fully informed about the aims and scope of the present study, and they were assured that all data were anonymized in the analyses and study reporting. Inclusion criteria include 1) male sex, 2) nonaccidental traffic violations on at least three separate occasions and taken to the police station for prosecution, 3) willing and able to complete written questionnaires, and 4) giving written informed consent. Exclusion criteria include 1) not willing or not able to complete written questionnaires, 2) severe health issues such as psychiatric disorders or somatic disorders impeding participation at the enquiry, and 3) a history of substance abuse. The Review Board of the University of Imam Reza of Mashhad (Mashhad, Iran) approved the study, which was conducted following the rules laid down in the Declaration of Helsinki.

Tools

Sociodemographic and driver-related information

This questionnaire asked for sex, age (years), highest educational level (primary school, high school, diploma, university degree), civil status (single, married, divorced/widowed), years of driving experience (years), and vehicle driven when traffic violations occurred (motorcycle, car, truck/bus).

Driving behavior

Participants completed the Manchester Driving Behaviour Questionnaire (DBQ;14 Farsi version: Oreyzi Samani and Haghayegh22). The DBQ is a self-rating questionnaire consisting of 50 items measuring aberrant driving behaviors and focuses on aggressive violations (eg, “Sound your horn to indicate your annoyance to another road user”); “Become angered by another driver and give chase with the intention of giving him/her a piece of your mind”; Cronbach’s alpha: 0.88), ordinary violations (eg, “Disregard the speed limit on a residential road/motor way”; “Overtake a slow driver on the inside”; “I drive so close to the car in front that it would be difficult to stop in an emergency”; Cronbach’s alpha: 0.85), errors (eg, “Underestimate the speed of an oncoming vehicle when overtaking”; “Fail to check your rear-view mirror before pulling out, changing lanes, etc.”); Cronbach’s alpha: 0.91), and lapses (eg, “Attempt to drive away from the traffic

| Table 1 Demographic information for the study sample |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| N               | 443             |
| Age (years), mean (SD) | 31.40 (9.56) |
| Driving experience (years), mean (SD) | 8.63 (6.73) |
| Educational level, n (%)                   |
| Primary school                             | 47 (10.6%)     |
| High school                                | 159 (35.9%)    |
| Diploma                                    | 170 (38.4%)    |
| University degree                          | 67 (15.1%)     |
| Civil status, n (%)                        |
| Single                                     | 168 (37.9%)    |
| Married                                    | 265 (59.8%)    |
| Divorced                                    | 10 (2.3%)      |
| Vehicle used, n (%)                        |
| Motorcycle                                  | 249 (56.2%)    |
| Car                                        | 163 (36.8%)    |
| Truck/bus                                   | 31 (7%)        |

Abbreviation: SD, standard deviation; N, number.
lights in third gear.”, “Forget where you left your car in a car park”; “Intending to drive to destination A, you “wake up” to find yourself on the road to destination B”; Cronbach’s alpha: 0.91). Responses are given on six-point Likert scales ranging from 0 (= never) to 5 (= nearly all the time), with higher mean scores reflecting more numerous violations, errors, and lapses (Cronbach’s alpha: 0.89).

General health
Participants completed the General Health Questionnaire23 (Farsi version: Malakouti et al24). The General Health Questionnaire is a self-rating questionnaire to identify psychological distress. It consists of 28 items and assesses anxiety and insomnia, depression, social dysfunction, and somatic health. Answers are given on four-points Likert scales ranging from 0 (= not at all) to 3 (= more than usual), with higher sum scores reflecting more severe health issues (Cronbach’s alpha from 0.88 to 0.90).

Aggression
Participants completed the Aggression Questionnaire25 (Farsi version: Zahedi26). The Aggression Questionnaire is a self-rating questionnaire, consists of 29 items and focuses on physical aggression, verbal aggression, anger, and hostility. Answers are given on seven-point Likert scales ranging from 1 (= extremely uncharacteristic of me) to 7 (= extremely characteristic of me), with higher scores reflecting a higher tendency toward aggressive behavior (Cronbach’s alpha from 0.84 to 0.91).

Statistical analysis
A series of correlations was computed between the main variables of driving behavior, aggression, health status, age, and driving experiences. To further detect mean differences in driving behavior, aggression, health status, age, and driving experience, a series of one-way analysis of variance was performed with educational level, civil status, and vehicle device as independent factors. Next, a series of multiple regression analyses was performed with driving behavior (aggressive violations, ordinary violations, errors, lapses) as dependent variable and aggression traits, and health status traits as predictors.

Results
Associations between health status, aggression, driving behavior, age and driving experience
Table 2 reports the descriptive statistics and correlations between traits of health status, aggression, driving behavior, and age.

Aggression was associated with poor driving behavior, as was poor health status. Aggression and health status were also associated with each other. Age was statistically unrelated to driving behavior, aggression, and health status.

Predicting driving behavior
To predict driving behavior, a series of multiple regression analyses was performed, with driving behavior as the dependent variable, and aggression traits and health status as predictors.

Poor health status (anxiety and insomnia, depression, social dysfunction, total score; beta = 0.35–0.49; r = 0.492–0.549; $R^2 = 0.24–0.30$; $F(1, 441) = 26.36–45.98, P < 0.001$), but not aggression (beta = 0.06–0.10; $r = 0.092–0.120$; $R^2 = 0.008–0.014$; $F(1, 441) = 0.92–1.32, P > 0.10$), independently predicted poor driving behavior (aggressive violations, ordinary violations, errors, lapses).

Educational level, civil status, used vehicle and aggression traits, driving behavior traits, and health status traits
Compared to participants with more education, participants with less education reported more health-related issues, that is, higher scores for anxiety and insomnia, social dysfunction; overall, they had higher total scores for mental health problems (all $F > 4.56, P < 0.01$). Aggression and driving behavior did no vary as a function of educational level. For all other sociodemographic dimensions (civil status, vehicle driven) no further significant mean differences were observed (all $F < 1.2, P > 0.30$; descriptive and inferential statistics not reported). Driving experience and age were unrelated to health status, aggression, or driving behavior.

Discussion
The key findings of the present study were that among a sample of Iranian male traffic offenders poorer health status and higher aggression were associated with poor driving behavior, though when health status and aggression were entered simultaneously in a multiple regression analysis, poor health status was the only significant predictor of poor
Table 2 Descriptive and correlative overview of aggression, health, driving behavior, and age and driving experience

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Health status</th>
<th>Descriptive statistics mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aggression</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Physical aggression</td>
<td>0.14***</td>
<td>0.15***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Verbal aggression</td>
<td>0.13***</td>
<td>0.14***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Anger</td>
<td>0.14***</td>
<td>0.16***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Hostility</td>
<td>0.12***</td>
<td>0.14***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Aggression sum</td>
<td>0.17***</td>
<td>0.19***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Anxiety and insomnia</td>
<td>0.33***</td>
<td>0.32***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Social dysfunction</td>
<td>0.19***</td>
<td>0.18***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Depression</td>
<td>0.25***</td>
<td>0.23***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Physical health</td>
<td>0.24***</td>
<td>0.23***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Health sum score</td>
<td>0.34***</td>
<td>0.33***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Driving behavior</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Lapses</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.76***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Errors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Aggressive violations</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Ordinary violations</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Age (years)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Driving experience (year)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: All Pearson’s correlation coefficients. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001.

Abbreviation: SD, standard deviation.

Driving behavior. In our view, this present pattern of results makes an important contribution to the current literature, in that the health status was introduced as a crucial psychological dimension.

Two hypotheses and two research questions were formulated and each of these is now considered in turn.

First, following Possis et al.,20 Morris et al.,21 Scott-Parker et al.,11,12 and Hilton et al.,10 we expected that poorer mental health status would be associated with poorer driving behavior, and this prediction was confirmed. We were able to show that poor mental health status in terms of symptoms of anxiety, depression and insomnia, and social dysfunction was associated with poor driving behavior. We believe that the present pattern of results adds to the current literature in an important way, given that to the best of our knowledge these associations have not previously been investigated or observed, and certainly not among Iranian male traffic offenders.

The data available from this study do not provide any direct insight into the underlying cognitive–emotional processes involved, though in our view the working memory model advanced by Baddeley and Hitch25 may help to explain the association we observed. Briefly, the working memory is part of the human memory system and responsible for keeping current information available, while also retrieving information from long-term memory. Working memory also
directs and controls concentration, understood as current capacity to focus cognitive–emotional resources on a specific task. Working memory also elaborates and shifts to consciousness cognitive–emotional processes, so-called current concerns, highly involved in current information elaboration. Current concerns refer to personal needs, thoughts, worries, and often unresolved issues. Following the theoretical framework of Baddeley and Hitch, the working memory is limited in the speed, accuracy and amount of information that may be elaborated within a specific time frame. Accordingly, the working memory is unable to store, direct, modulate, elaborate, or focus all informations at the same time. Therefore, it seems plausible that people with higher levels of anxiety, depression, social issues, and poor sleep are less accurate in everyday motor skills and behavior such as driving. In brief, and though we cannot confirm this with the present data, we believe that elevated health difficulties lead to poorer driving behavior due to the limited capacity of working memory. We also note that the performance in neuropsychological assessments is lower in people suffering from psychiatric disorders, and one psychological explanation for this focuses on the impaired capacity of working memory, leading most probably to the conflict over how to allocate attention between their concerns and the task to be performed.

Our second hypothesis was that higher scores for aggression would be associated with poorer driving behavior, and again this was confirmed. Therefore, the present pattern of results is in accord with and adds to the numerous other studies indicating an association between aggression and driving behavior.

The first research question focused on the relative importance of poor mental health and aggression in explaining poor driving behavior, and the results of the multiple regression analyses indicate that only poor health status and not aggression independently explained poor driving behavior. At present, there is no adequate theoretical framework available that can account for this pattern of results. In the absence of such a framework, we advance the following possibility. Drawing on Lazarus and Folkman’s 28 concept of coping with stress, aggression and aggressive expression could be regarded as emotion-focused coping strategies (in contrast to problem-focused strategies). Further, symptoms of anxiety, depression, and social dysfunction might also be considered as emotion-focused coping strategies, in that a person seems to be unable to solve problems or to eliminate stressors but tries only to cope with the emotions related to stress. Variance in aggression and aggressive expression may overlap considerably with variance in symptoms of anxiety and depression and aggressive traits may be treated as a specific aspect of health status. Further studies might focus on the extent to which aggressive traits and symptoms of depression, anxiety, and insomnia do indeed share common variance.

The second research question concerned the extent to which sociodemographic variables might systematically affect levels of aggression, health status, and driving behavior. It turned out that lower educational level was associated with higher scores for anxiety and insomnia, and social dysfunction, but was not associated with driving behavior or aggression. Again, the data available could not shed any further light on the underlying mechanisms, and only one study has reported that male drivers from disadvantaged socioeconomic backgrounds are at increased risk of poor driving behavior. Further, based on the present results, we conclude that it is not socioeconomic variables, or age, or driving experience but the cognitive–emotional processes underlying poor health status and aggression that are the key determinants of driver behavior.

Although we focused on current psychological states, much of the recent research in this area has focused on personality traits. For example, Mallia et al observed associations between excitement seeking and normlessness and aberrant driving behavior among professional bus drivers. Likewise, Edwards et al observed a relationship between narcissism and aggressive driving, while, for example, Roberts et al claimed that personality traits have the same predictive value for future mortality, divorce, and occupational attainment as cognitive factors, such as IQ, and socioeconomic status. Recently, Beanland et al assessed 285 young adults from a university in the southern USA. Participants completed the Manchester DBQ and the Personality Inventory for DSM-5. The results showed that antagonism and negative affectivity predicted aggressive violations and ordinary violations, and disinhibition while negative affectivity also predicted error and lapses, whereas we do fully acknowledge the importance and merits of research on personality traits we also have some concerns. First, observations from everyday clinical experience show that, among patients suffering from psychiatric disorders, the set of symptoms are uniform, leading to a precise and observable description of symptoms (see DSM 5 and ICD-10), and that often periods of increased stress trigger the emergence of acute states of psychiatric disorder. Second, recently, we were able to show that, among a large sample of young adults, it was not perfectionism understood as a stable personality trait but underlying poor coping strategies and dysfunctional cognitive–emotional processes that best
explained sleep disturbances. Accordingly, in the present study, we observed that poor current mental health status as reflected in anxiety and insomnia, social dysfunction, and depression were associated with poor driving behavior; symptoms of anxiety, insomnia, depression, and social dysfunction are by definition not personality traits but are considered state markers, which emerge as a consequence of prolonged stress and the lack of adequate coping strategies (see the so-called diathesis stress model of the emergence and maintenance of psychiatric disorders). To summarize, the present pattern of results lends support to the idea that current cognitive–emotional constraints are associated with current aberrant driving behavior.

Despite the intriguing findings, several limitations warn against the overgeneralizations of the present results. First, the study is cross-sectional and precludes by definition any conclusions with regard to causal direction in the associations between health status, aggression, and driving behavior. Second, we relied entirely on self-reports. Given that self-reports may be biased, future studies should also include the experts’ ratings. This holds particularly true for psychological health, as it might be expected that psychiatric disorders such as attention-deficit-hyperactivity disorder and substance abuse might affect the driving behavior. Third, the present pattern of results might be due to further latent, but unassessed dimensions, which could have biased two or more variables in the same direction. In this regard, future studies might introduce impulsive behavior/impulse control skills as possible factors. Fourth, given that only males were assessed, we cannot say whether present pattern of results would also hold for female drivers. Fifth, no objective physiological data were collected; such data might have allowed us to illuminate the underlying neurophysiological processes linking aberrant driving behavior, poor health status, and aggression. Sixth, to determine the extent to which the driving behavior of the present sample is more or less dangerous than that of other road users, objective driving behavior, assessments should be included and compared with data from drivers without traffic violations (controls). Seventh, the data do not provide any insight into possible work-related, stress-related or motivational issues underlying current driving behavior, health status, or aggression. Though highly speculative, one might assume that work load, job insecurity, family strain, financial issues, and further stressors might have an impact on the cognitive–emotional processes involved in stress, anxiety, and depression. If we take into account that low educational attainment was associated with poor health status, it is possible that the socioeconomic consequences of lower educational attainment might underlie or at least contribute to higher cognitive–emotional stress, lower health status, and poorer driving behavior. Finally, it might be very strange to find no association with age (Table 2), in that insurance premiums for younger drivers are much higher in most Western countries given clear actuarial evidence of differential risk: younger drivers are much more likely to have accidents. However, we note that the mean age of the present sample was approximately 31.5 years, and that the present sample already consists of male offenders with repeated traffic infractions, and therefore, age did not seem to be an important factor.

**Conclusion**

The present pattern of results from a sample of Iranian male traffic offenders indicates that poor mental health status, along with aggression, was associated with poorer driving behavior.
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